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Simplify Your Media Management
Creating and managing media campaigns can be complicated and time consuming,
leading many marketers to turn to Demand-Side Platforms (DSPs) for their media
buys. DSPs combine audience buying and smart bidding to enable the automated
buying of ad space at scale.
It looks for all available ad opportunities across more than 76 exchanges and other
media properties, and analyzes the inventory to find the best fit for advertisers. It
then uses real-time bidding (RTB) or pre-negotiated deals to secure ad space.
Fortunately for busy marketers like you, using a DSP eliminates the time spent
finding available space, negotiating rates and sending insertion orders, which
increases your team’s efficiency and reduces your costs.

A Quick Google Display & Video 360 Primer
A top DSP, Google’s Display & Video 360 (DV360)
is part of the comprehensive Google Marketing
Platform (GMP), which offers a wide range of
tools to help marketers achieve the greatest digital
marketing campaign success.

Audio, Native, YouTube and more. It natively
integrates with other solutions, allowing you to
connect data and workflows across products —
increasing efficiency and delivering better results.
Here’s what that looks like:

DV360 allows you to use programmatic buying for
advertising campaigns including Display, Video,

As a key part of this comprehensive platform, DV360 helps you:

Collaborate Across Teams
Manage creative, analytics, TV and digital teams with a single tool that brings everyone together to share
insights, work more efficiently and get closer to the data.

Reach the Right People
Access all of your audience insights in one place, so you reach the right people with your message.

Put Intelligent Automation to Work
Apply machine learning to automate steps like bidding and optimization, helping you respond to
customers’ needs faster.

Control Your Campaigns
See precisely how your money is being spent and know exactly where your ads are running so you can
take the steps to adjust your campaigns.
Essentially, DV360 simplifies end-to-end campaign management — from media planning and creative
development to measurement and optimization — all in one powerful product.

Reach Your Target Audiences with Unique Inventory Options
DV360 gives you access to a wide range of audiences, including:

Google Affinity and In-Market Audiences
Reach users based on specific interests and their intent to purchase in specific categories online.

TrueView Remarketing Audiences
Create a remarketing list of viewers based on their interactions with TrueView ads and YouTube channels
and videos.

Analytics 360 and Search 360 Audiences
Use your Google Analytics 360 and Search Ads 360 data for remarketing.

Floodlight Tag Remarketing Audiences
Implement floodlight tags to create first-party remarketing lists.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Audiences
Upload audiences from your CRM tool and use them in DV360.

Data Management Platform (DMP) Audiences
Port over audiences from approved DMPs.

Third-Party Audience Lists
Get audience lists from several third-party providers.

Similar Audiences
Reach individuals who share interest profiles with your existing customers or Google audiences. You can
reach more potential customers who exhibit behaviors similar to those in the audiences you selected.
In addition to its vast audience options, DV360 allows you to purchase unique inventory across many
exchanges, including:

DV360 Tip
Structure your insertion orders to correspond to the following three
line items that relate to stages of the Sales funnel:

Prospecting (top of funnel)
Use broad targeting to discover which users are receptive to your ads.

Behavioral (mid-funnel)
Get a little more targeted to refine existing audience lists and discover
similar audiences.

Remarketing strategy (low-funnel)
Use floodlights and pixels to target users who have visited your
advertiser pages.
-Toreyan Clarke

DV360 Hierarchy Snapshot
Understanding the breakdown of DV360 components and how they work together can give you a clearer
picture of the tool.
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Partner
Houses all advertisers and offers general admin features.

Advertiser
Breaks down by brand or client and includes floodlight tags and audience lists.

Campaigns
Groups multiple insertion orders to control frequency capping and set default targeting options.

Insertion Orders
Use these to manage budgets, flight dates and your overall programmatic strategy.

Line Items
Lets you execute add specific targeting parameters, apply a bidding strategy and assign creatives.

DV360 Tip
After letting your campaign run for about a week, or until you have spent
$1K, pull an App/URL report to see where the campaign has been spending.
Use the report to exclude sites and apps with a lot of spend (I like to filter for
over 1K impressions) but aren’t driving conversions or have low clickthrough
rates. Rather than excluding whole exchanges that may contain some sites
that are performing very well, this optimization allows you to remove poor
performing sites regardless of the exchange they are coming from.
-Mary Burd

Top Ten DV360 Best Practices
As you work within DV360, keep in mind the following best practices.

1. Don’t Just Set It and Forget It
Once your campaign is set up and live, the effort doesn’t stop. Even if you’re leveraging auto-bidding
strategies, without additional checks and balances for targeting adjustments, a campaign can fail to reach
its max KPI potential. Technology is great, but it’s still important to check in and make more optimization
decisions beyond budget allocations and bid strategies.

2. Take Advantage of Unique Audience Opportunities + Features
Make sure you’re using:
•
•
•
•
•

Similar audiences
Activity-based audiences
SA360 + GA360 remarketing audiences
Remarketing Recency Suppressions
Custom Intent

DV360 Tip
DV360 is full of many valuable audience targeting opportunities. Don’t be afraid to step outside
of your comfort zone of contextual, third-party data and whitelists, and instead target first-party
data lookalikes and custom audiences from sites your target audience has been on or apps they
own. You can continue to remarket your same audiences but jazz it up by implementing recency
to target audiences who were on your site within the last 10 days, for example, and exclude those
who were there within the last 2 days to account for product consideration and serve the ad as a
reminder. Or you can simply focus on the audience who clicked on a past campaign’s ad from a
first-party audience and serve them an ad for a new product or offering
- Mary Kotara

3. Consolidate Media in DV360
Media consolidation helps with audience frequency management, cost efficiencies and attribution
reporting. Don’t keep your media that’s booked directly with websites in Campaign Manager. Instead,
run as a Private or Guaranteed deal in DV360. YouTube running in Google Ads can also be implemented
in DV360.

4. Create Clear and Concise Line Items
The key to easy optimizations is clear and concise line items. Applying a combination of audience
types, such as remarketing audiences that signify different intents or a combination of third-party data
segments and Google In-Market and Affinity segments, can make it tough to understand what’s driving
performance or what’s causing campaign issues. Mixing free Google audiences with CPM-based thirdparty data segments can also muddy waters for cost-based KPIs such as CPC and CPA.

5. Don’t Use Multiple “Conversion” Floodlights on One Line Item
Think of the conversion pixel as the ultimate goal of your campaign. Typically these are thank you pages,
confirmation pages or store locator pages. If you apply too many, it will be difficult to know which line
item, targeting detail or audience is driving
the best performance. We recommend that
you leverage Google Analytics 360 if you’re
utilizing conversion pixels to help paint a
picture of onsite traffic from media.

DV360 Auctions and Bidding Differentiators

6. Use Frequency Caps

DV360 allows you to:

Frequency caps are a great way to ensure your
audience isn’t oversaturated with a brand’s
message. The optimal frequency cap can be
determined using Campaign Manager reports
to see how many impressions it takes before
an audience drops off.

•

Autobid for display and video across multiple
goals (using Google ML with no upcharge)
• Use cloud/machine learning scoring
• Optimize fixed bidding with no upcharge

Prior to understanding the optimal frequency
management, we recommend applying a 5x/day frequency cap per line item on your campaign. Lifetime
frequency caps should never be implemented as an audience can always re-enter your brand’s lifecycle
funnel. Similarly, weekly and monthly frequency caps can cause impressions to be unevenly spent if an
audience uses too many URLs on the first day and maxes out impressions all at once.

7. Start Small
Each Line Item has a set amount of budget it can or will spend per day. When many audiences are
targeted within one line item, they all have to share that budget. This causes audiences to win impressions
without making a huge reach impact when the ratio of audiences to budget is in favor of the audiences.
Start small with just a few key audiences, pull reports to see what’s working and what’s not and then
remove or add audiences as needed.

8. Be Smart About Converter Audiences
Exclude converter audiences from prospecting and remarketing campaigns to continually target qualify
audiences but not waste dollars on those that have already converted. Apply recency settings on the
excluded audience for those that could convert multiple times, i.e. retail.

9. Stay Consistent Between Insertion Order and Line Item Settings
Insertion order settings, if leveraged, should apply to all line items within it. Don’t remove any line item
settings that were copied from the insertion order as they won’t remain in effect (pacing and frequency
aside). The most important insertion order setting we’ve seen removed is the geo-targeting.

10. Keep an Eye on Line Items
Make sure you’re doing the math. If your line items split the insertion order budget evenly among them,
will they at least have $50-$100/day to spend? If not, cut down on the line items and focus on what’s
most aligned to your audience. You can always pause underperforming line items and add in new line
items to test. Marketers frequently waste media budgets when there aren’t enough dollars/impressions to
make a meaningful presence in the market.

DV360 Supply-Side Platform/Exchange Management Differentiators
DV360 gives you:
•

The largest supply source via Ad Manager and the lowest latency and error rate, which ensures the
strongest access to the exchange’s publisher inventory
- YouTube and other Google-owned inventory (e.g. Gmail)
- Scale of access (Supply partners aren’t throttled so you can see the full inventory pipeline)
- The best programmatic guaranteed integration/access to Authorized Buyers (AdX/DFP),
which allows for frequency management across programmatic and guaranteed/reservation
buys.
• Brand Safety controls built by Google teams
- The ability to pre-bid as well as receive refunds for post-serve delivery
• Rich data with scale across free In-Market and Affinity audiences

Get Expert Help and Support from Adswerve
It’s not always time-effective to setup and implement best practices on your own. Turning to experts like
Adswerve can set you up for success and ensure you have everything you need to get the most ROI from
your DV360 investment. Here’s our process:

Step 1: Discovery & Strategy

Step 3: Optimization & Management

We kick off with a client discovery to dig into
existing data and their performance. We then
create a holistic strategy and media plan tailored to
each client’s goals and KPIs.

Our dedicated team optimizes daily, implements
new features, handles Private Marketplace
(PMP) negotiations and makes ongoing
recommendations based on each client’s
campaign needs.

Step 2: Implementation & Launch
We handle it all — platform and campaign creation,
QA, media execution, trafficking, troubleshooting,
technical support and team training.

Step 4: Transparency
We ensure every media dollar works hard,
providing 100% transparency of spend through KPI
reports, weekly reviews and more.

Our Managed Media Services Overview
Our expert Programmatic Media team is ready to solve your toughest media challenges. We can create
your media strategy, handle all your campaign trafficking and tagging, develop audiences, optimize and
report on your campaigns. We do the heavy lifting and you get results you can brag about.
We offer flexible service options — whether you need us to take over your Display & Video 360
campaigns mid-flight or you need our help to launch your campaigns and hand them back to your team
once they’re successful. Either way, we’re 100% transparent about inventory and optimizations so you
know exactly what’s happening every step of the way.

Take the First Step Toward More
Successful Media Campaigns
To learn more about how Google Display &
Video 360 can help improve your media buying
efficiency, ROI and more — or to explore your
implementation options with Adswerve, email
Sales@Adswerve.com or call 720-242-9837.

Additional Resources
•
•

DV360 Overview
DV360 On-Demand Training

We Don’t Just Talk the Talk
We walk the walk, too. Read how a tech
provider engaged Adswerve’s Display & Video
360 and Campaign Manager expertise to
lower conversion costs by 60% and drive 2.3x
more site traffic within the first three months.

SITE TRAFFIC INCREASED IN
FIRST THREE MONTHS BY

2.3x

CONVERSION COSTS
DECREASED BY

60%

Top Brands Rely on Adswerve for Their Media Management

About Our DV360 Experts
Mary Kotara
Mary Kotara is a
Programmatic
Media Strategist
at Adswerve
with more than
four years of applied programmatic
experience across multiple DemandSide Platforms. She excels at finding
growth and efficiency opportunities
in our clients’ Display & Video 360
strategies and helps our clients tailor
their DV360 campaigns to their
organizations’ unique needs. At Centro,
Mary was responsible for executing
full-funnel digital media campaigns
for clients across several verticals, and
delivering successful programmatic
results driven by innovative strategies
and optimizations.

Mary Burd
Adswerve
Programmatic
Campaign
Specialist Mary
Burd has extensive
programmatic expertise and is a whiz at
planning and developing strategic media
campaigns and recommending outsideof-the-box testing opportunities. Prior
to joining Adswerve more than a year
ago, Mary spent four years at Centro
working across Basis DSP and Centro
Brand Exchange. Mary is currently
focused on campaign operations,
especially campaign optimization and
delivery based on client-specific KPI and
objectives.

Toreyan Clarke
Toreyan is a
Programmatic
Specialist on
Adswerve’s
Platform Support
team. He previously worked in account
management roles at MightyHive and
MediaMath, where he managed multimillion dollar advertising budgets for
agencies and direct advertisers. He also
worked in Ad Operations on the Google
Media Lab Tech team. Throughout
his career in ad tech, Toreyan has
developed a deep technical knowledge
of Demand-Side Platforms and enjoys
sharing those skills with Adswerve’s
clients. In addition to DV360, Toreyan is
certified in Campaign Manager, Search
Ads 360 and Google Analytics.

About Adswerve
As a leading Google Marketing and Cloud partner, Adswerve is a team of media and analytics veterans
who believe smart marketing is built on data discovery. Formerly two separate entities, Adswerve
acquired Analytics Pros in August of 2018 and is now able to provide unparalleled expertise across the
entire Google Marketing and Cloud Platforms. With offices in Denver, Seattle and New York, Adswerve
helps thousands of digital marketers, data analysts and agencies make stronger connections with their
customers through successful data-driven strategies. :: adswerve.com ::
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